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Let k bc a commutative ring, R a commutative Hopf algebra over k, and 
A a commutative right R-comodule k-algebra such that 
ABA-A@R, a @ b w x ab,,, @ b(,) 
(with Sweedler’s notation). LetSp R be the aflint: k-group scheme associated 
with R, and let Aut(A) be the k-group functor TI-+ Aut,.JT@A). The 
right comodule structure corresponds to ahomomorphism 
where 
p: Sp R --) Au@), 
for u E (Sp R)(T) = M,(R, T), t E T, a E A with T in M,. If # denotes the 
k-group functor 1‘~ U(I’:x) A) (= units), p induces a left action of Sp R on 
,u.4. We say that an extension fk-group sheaves (with respect tothe fppf 
~OPOl%Y >
is admissible, if the inner action of X on ,P induces the above action of Sp R 
on pUA. The isomorphism classes ofall admissible extensions f Sp R by ,U’ 
form an abclian group Ext,,(Sp R,@) with Bncr sum. 
We start this article by constructing a canonical injective homomorphism 
Ext,,(Sp R, ,u”) G Z*(A/k) 
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Ext,,(Sp K iu”> = 437 
into the second cocycle group of Hattori [l “(J) of 
~~llamayor andZelinsky [ 15 I). 
Assume A is a finitely generated projecti 
Z*(A/k) is isomorphic to &(A/k) the Chase 
group. It consists of A-isomorphism classes of all Azu 
The product isinduced byxA [ 141. 
If B is an Azumaya A/k-algebra, there is an exact sequence ofk-group 
sheaves 
l-t~*+i$%Aut(A), 
where 9 is the normalizer of A in fl B. We prove that he image of the com- 
posite 
Ext,,(Sp R, /I”) < Z’(A/k) N 
consists of all Azumaya A/k-algebras B such that he projection 
is an epimorphism of sheaves, where the left-band si e denotes t 
product ofinn and p- 
If A/k is purely inseparable (i.e., if the kernel of the multi~l~ca~i~~ 
A @A -+ A is a nilpotent ideal), we can prove that inn: VB -+ Ant(A) has a 
section of k-functors. In this case, B F+ VB gives rise to a homomor~bism 
&(A/k) -+ ~~(A~t(A)~ ;;l”i5 
where i(G, M) denotes the second Hocbschild co~omolo~y ofa G-module 
(fun&or) M. Thus, if A/k is purely inseparable, we have 
Hi(Sp R, Pu”) = Ext,,(Sp 
whose inverse is the composite 
h(A/k) -+ Hi(Aut(A), ,ui”) -% 2 PA>‘ 
In addition to the purely inseparable case, the map Ext,,(Sp a,@)-+ 
r(A/k) is isomorphic, if either (1) there is an 
T@ A 4r T as T-algebras, (2) there is an fppf 
Hopf T-algebra T @ R is the dual of some croup-like 
with afinite group 6, or (3) k is artinian. 
In case (3), we have 
Ext,,(Sp R, A) = H@p 
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where R* is the dual Hopf algebra ofR (A is a left R*-module algebra), 
fZ*(R*, A)denotes the cohomology ofSweedler [ 131, and Br(A/k) the Brauer 
group of equivalence classes ofAzumaya k-algebras split by A. The 
isomorphism H*(R*, A) N Br(A/k) isthe same as that of [ 13, Theorem 9.71 
for the special case in which k and A are fields. Ourtheory shows that 
Sweedler’s isomorphism  valid, ifonly k is artinian. 
Let ,U =pk, and let Ext,,,,(Sp R, p)be the group of isomorphism classes of 
central extensions of SpR by ,u. We shall define some homomorphism 
Ext,,,,@p K P> -+ Ext,,(Sp 4 ~9 
and interpret it interms of generalized #-products in [5, 6, 81. The com- 
posite 
Ext,,,,Pp R, 4 -, Ext&p R9 ~“1 G fWA/k) 
is important, since in the purely inseparable cas , the map of Yuan [ 171 
factors through it. 
Conventions. We fix acommutative ring k. @ means Ok. If A and B are 
k-algebras, an (A, B)-bimodule is a left A-module and a right B-module such 
that both operations commute with each other and the left and the right k-
modules are the same. An A-bimodule means an (A, A)-bimodule. 
If M and N are A-bimodules, A4 @AN denotes the quotient of M @ N by 
{xu@y-x@uyIxEM, aEA, y E N}, which is an A-bimodule by 
a(x @ y)b = ax 0 yb. 
If A is commutative, Ma , N denotes the quotient ofM@ N by 
{ax@ y-x@uy,xu@ y-x@ yu[x~M, uEA, YEN}, which is an A- 
bimodule by
u(x@ y)b=uxb@ y=x@uyb. 
If A is commutative andP, Q are left A-modules, then AA(P, Q) denotes 
thequotientofP@Qby {up@q-p@uqIpEP,uEA,qEQ},whichisa 
left A-module by
If P and Q are A-bimodules, d,(P, Q) is a right A 0 A-module by 
(p@ q)(a@ b)=pu@ qb. Let P xA Q be the subspace {xEA,(P, Q) 1 
x(a 0 1) =x(1 @ a), Va E A}. It is an A-bimodule. 
$5 be the category of all k-functors (= covariant functors f om 
ative k-algebras) to E (sets)). A k-sheaf is a k-functor wh cn 
preserves allfinite products and all equalizer diagrams 
detcrm~~ed by fppf (faithfully flat offinite ~rese~t~ti~~) coverings T/;/s in
. Sp 45 denotes the affine k-functor represented by #&’ If A is a k- 
ebra, I/ and A, denote the k-sheaves: a(~U(;” @ A) (units), and
T t+ T @ A, respectively. 
For details of k-functors and k-sheaves, refer to[If. e use its notation 
and terminology. 
The k in k-sheaf, k-group functor (sheaf), a ne k-scheme (k- 
Horn,, End,, and so on are often omitted. 
In [ 1 ]i we described a categorical correspondence between group sh 
extensions of anaffrne group Sp R by pA which act on A, admissibly and
module A/k-coalgebras satisfying someconditions. I  the following, we give 
a modified correspondence. (Th  equivalence of two descripti 
from the duality between left and right torsors). In addition, we 
aer su of extensions in terms of coalg as, when A 6s commutative, 
Fix a k-algebra A. Let R E M, and let le which is 
of mark R @A over R (i.e., there is sucii that 
TOA). For each TE 
&?, a) and x is a left r@ A-bas 
(;I: issimply an element ofrC3 
it on the left bymultiplication. The 
eans &at (a) E, is a k-sheaf, (b)
an e~imor~h~sm of k-sheaves, and (c) the map (g, (09 K)) t-+ ((a, gx), (tr, x)) 
for gE ,IP(Q?, (ax) E E&T) gives rise to an ~SQrnor~~~srn 
The correspondence (M, R) t--+ (E,, 
category ofail pairs (IV, Ii) with R
mark (Ha @ A)/R onto the category o 
scheme and X is a left ,ux-torsor ove
a pair (fi o), where 0: R, + R, in M, 
modules. Itinduces a left ,u*-torsor 
coalesce from the 
A left PA-torsor X ver asheaf Z acts on A, a~~~~s~~~~, if amorphism 
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is given to satisfy (1)for each xE X(T), x( ) is a T-algebra endomorphism 
of TO A, (2) (gx)(a)= g. x(a). g-’ for each gEpUA(T), xEX(T), 
a E T @ A with T in M,. Then ,uA acts on the right onX by 
xg = x( g)x, g E IU~(T), x E ml, TE M,. 
If A is commutative, condition (2)implies that x( ) = v( ) if x, y E X(T) 
lie over the same element ofZ(T). Hence the admissible action i duces (and 
is induced by) a unique algebra endomorphism action 
ZxA,+A,. 
Let M be a left R @A-module of mark (R @ A)/R. If M has the structure 
of a right A-module which commutes with the left R @A-action, then the left 
PA-torsor EIM acts admissibly on A, by 
(u, x)(a)x = xa in T@,M 
for each (a, X).E ,(T) and a E T@A. (Note that T@,M is a T@A- 
bimodule over T.) The right PA-action s given by multiplication. By [ 1, 2 91 
each admissible action fEIM on A, arises from aunique bimodule structure 
ROA MA’ 
If A is commutative, it follows that here are canonical isomorphisms 
between the following sets: 
(i) admissible actions ofEM on A,, 
(ii) algebra endomorphism actions SpR x A, -+ A,, 
(iii) k-algebra maps cx: A t R @A, 
(iv) right module structures MA which make a bimodule RoaMA. 
Isomorphisms (i) N (ii) and (i) N (iv) have been given above. An 
isomorphism (ii) 2:(iii) is given by 
da) = (0 0 1) a(a), aEA, aEM,(R,T), TEM,. 
and (iii) ‘v (iv) by 
ma = a(a)m, mEM, aEA. 
These isomorphisms form acommutative square. 
By an A/k-coalgebra we mean a triple (C, A, a), where ACA is an A- 
bimodule over k, 
d:C-tC@,C, 
E: C-+A 
are A-bimodule maps satisfying the usual coassociativity and counitarity. 
Ext,,(Sp RY PA) =
In the following, let R be a commutative opf k-algebra with ~oa~~~b~a 
structure ,sR), and let Sp R be the corresponding af5ne group. 
odule A/k-coalgebra we mean a left -msdde and an A/k- 
such that R acts as A-bilinear maps an 
E(K) =ER(T) E(C) 
We say that an R-module A/k-coalgebra C is ~~~~o~-~~k~ if A an 
isomorphisms 
respectively. LetTE M,. (Sp R)(T) = M,(R, T) is a group with ~~rn~os~~~o~ 
Law arising from the comultiplication of 41. If 63 is torsor-li 
,(R, T), A induces anisomorphism 
which is T@ A-bilinear. If 1 E M,(R, T) denotes the identity element, E 
induces anisomorphism 
of T @ A-bimodules. Let xE TO, C and y E T@, C left T @ A -bases, 
respectively. The unique element x *y E TO,, C’ deter ed by A(x * y) = 
x 0 y is a ieft T@ A-basis. Let E,(T) be the set of pairs (cr, x), where 
0 k(R, T) and x E TO, C is a left 
m e A/k-coalgebra, E,(T) is a grou 
(0, X>(G Y> = ((.T x * Y> 
and with identity element (1, 1), where 1 E T oi C denotes EC“( 1). The 
functor Tt-+ E,(T) is a group sheaf. There is a can~~~~a~ exact sequence of
group sheaves 
given by p(a, x> = a, i(g) = (1, g - l), for each (CT, x)E I?,(T)~ g E @ 
The projection p is an epimorphism of sheaves ifand oniy if 
0 A-module C is of mark R 0 A over R [ 1, 
An exact sequence ofgroup sheaves 
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acts admissibly on A,, if amorphism 
XxA,+A,, (4 a> b x(a) 
is given to satisfy (1) each x( ) is a T-algebra automorphism of T@ A, 
x E X(T), (2) (-v)(a) = x(y(a)>, (3) da) = gag-’ for gE PA(T), (4) x(g) =
xgx-‘forxEX(T),gE#(T), EM,. 
If C is a torsor-like R-module A/k-coalgebra, there is a canonical 
admissible action fE, on A, given by 
(a, x)(a)x = xa in T@,C 
for each (a, x) E E,(T) and a E T@ A. (The action arises from the right 
module structure C, .) 
The main result of[l] says that each extension of group sheaves which 
acts on A, admissibly 
is canonically described y a (uniquely determined) torsor-like R-module 
A/k-coalgebra which is of mark R 0 A over R as a left R @A-module. 
Suppose A is commutative. Let 
be an extension of group sheaves. Since ,uA is abelian, each admissible action 
of X on A, induces (and is induced by) a unique action 
ZxA,+A, 
as algebra automorphisms (i.e., satisfying (1) and (2) above), orequivalently 
a homomorphism ofgroup sheaves 
Z -i Aut(A), 
where Aut(A)(T) = Aut,(Tg A) f or each TE M,. Given aZ-action on A,, 
the induced X-action on A, is admissible if and only if 
x(g)=xgx-’ ct> 
for each xE X(T) and g E ,u~(T), where z? E: Z(T) lies under x. 
Fix a group sheaf Z which acts on A, as above. We say that an extension 
X of Z by ,uA is admissible if the above condition (7) is valid. Let 
Ext,,(Z,,&) denote the set of isomorphism classes ofall admissible 
extensions of Z by ,uA with respect to he fixed action fZ on A,. It is an 
Ext,,(Sp R, A) = ‘fh(A/k) 
abelian group with the following Baer sum. If X and Y are 
extensions of Z by ,uA, there is an exact sequence 
where X X, Y denotes the fiber p oduct ofX and Y over Z (with comfiest- 
wise product). The kernel of multiplication pA X pA--+pUA isa normai 
subgroup sheaf of X xz I’. The quotient group sheaf X + Y is an admissible 
extension of Z by pA. 
The unit of Ext,,(Z, ,uA) is supplied by the semi-direct produe% ,U
In particular, let Z = Sp R be affme (with commutative Hopf al 
Let 
a:A+A@R 
be an algebra m p corresponding to the Z-action on A, ~ As is well known, 
the action i duces a group sheaf homomorphism Z -+ Aut(A) if and only if A
is a rig& R-comodule with structure CL. 
In the following suppose uch an algebra m p CY is given (A is calle 
right R-comodule algebra.) We often use the notation 
for each aEA. 
Let C be an R-module A/k-coalgebra. We say that C is ~d.mis~~bie (NV%
respect to a) if 
XQ = a(a)x (“) 
for all xE: C, a E A. 
If C is torsor-like and admissible, th nwe can well define E, and t 
action of E, on A, arises from the action of Sp R on A, 
projection E, -+Sp R. Thus E, is an admissible extension of Sp 
is a left R @A-module of mark (R @A) 
admissible extension of Sp R by pA is canonically of such aform. Thus there 
is a canonical bijection between Ext,,(Sp R, ”“) and the set of ~sorn~~~~~srn 
classes of admissible torsor-like R-module A/k-coalgebras whichare of mar 
@A over R as left R @A-modules. We shall describe th
e unit. 
Let C and D be two admissible torsor-like -module A/k-c~a~geb~as~ Let 
E = A,,,(C, D) and make it into a bimodule R8A 
canonically on the left onthe A-bimodules C 6~~ C, 
bimodule endomorphisms by (s @ t)(x @ y) = sx @ 
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for each a E A, and each element z of the module. There is a canonical 
isomorphism of(R $j) R @ A, A )-bimodules 
given by (~$3 v)@ (U @ ~)tt (x3 U) @ (~0 t’), where we make the left- 
hand side into aright A-module by the above formula. This implies that he 
structures A of C and D induce 
A:E+E@,E 
(A(x @ y) = #(A(X) @A(y))), which is an A-bimodule map satisfying 
A(rz) = AR(T)A(Z), rER, zEE. 
Similarly, thestructures c ofC, D induce 
c:E-+A 
and E becomes an admissible torsor-like R-module A/k-coalgebra. If C and 
D are of mark R @A over R as left R @A-modules, then so is E. 
Denote E by C + D. 
We claim that he addition corresponds to Baer sum. 
IfaEM,(R,T), then T@,(C+D)=A,.,(T@:,C,T@,D). As T@A- 
bimodules, T@, C, T@, D, T@, (C + D) satisfy 
xc2 = a(a)x, VaE T@A, 
where a( ) denotes the action of Sp R on A,. Thus if (a, x) E E,(T) and 
(a, JJ) E E,(T), x@ y determines a left T@A-basis for T@,, (C + 0). We 
have a commutative diagram of group sheaves 
l+ #X/P + E,xZE, -+ SpR (=Z) 
I 
mf. 
1+ PA -+ E,,, + SPR, 
where ~((a, x). (a, y)) = (a, x@ y). o( is a homomorphism.) Thus ): induces a 
homomorphism of group sheaves 
x: E, -I- En -+ Ec+u, 
which is isomorphic ncase C and D are of mark R 0 A over R as left 
modules. 
Similarly, it is seen that he unit of Ext,,(Sp R,,d) corresponds to the 
following coalgebra. LetF be a free left R 0 A-module with basis /I. Make it 
Ext,,(Sp R, Y”) =
into aright A-module by(*). F @A F is a free Left @ R ,a A-module with 
basis /I@ p. Hence there is a unique A-bimodule map 
such that A@) = ,!3 @ ,!3 and A(prx) = AR(r) A(x), br E ~ Alsa, here is a 
unique A-b~rn~d~le map 
such that EQ!?) = 1and E(~x) = Ed E(X), YJP. E . Then F is an admissibly 
torsor-like -module A/k-coalgebra co respQ~d~~g to thesem~-d~~e~t product 
t each left R @A-module of mark @A over is an ~~~~er~~~~e 
(projective rank 1) R @ A-module, since A is ~ornrn~tat~ve~ 
Let C be an admissible torsor-like ~-rnod~~e A/k-~o~~gebr~~ 
projection E, -+Sp R has a section of sheaves (not of group sheaves) if an 
only if&, is a trivial left puA-torsor oveSp R if and only if C is a trivial left 
@ A-module, i.e., C NR @A. 
An admissible extension X of Sp -ex~e~5~0~ if the 
projection X-+ Sp R has a section which is a morphism of k-f~~~tors. The 
isomorp~~sm classes ofall admissible H- xtensions by y” form 
subgroup ofExt,,(Sp R, ,D’) which is isomorphic to flu”) the sec5n 
cohomology ofHochschild of the left Sp R- 
g(Sp R,,d) is isomorphic to the gr 
rssible torsor-like R-module A/k-coalg 
odules ofrank 1. 
2. THE MAP Ext centG% P>+ 
Let A be a commutative k-algebra, Z  k-group sheaf, and p: 
a homomorphism ofgroup sheaves. Let ~~t~~(Z,~A) denote t 
is~morphism classes ofadmissible (with respect top) extensions, Let fi 
denote pk. A central extension of Z by ,U is nothing other than an admissible 
extension with respect tothe trivial action f Z on k,. Let Ext,,J 
the group of isomorphism classes ofcentral extensions f Z by & 
In case Z = Sp R is aff?ne, Ext,,,,(Sp ,p)is is~rnorp~i~ to the group of 
isomorphism classes oftorsor-like R-module k-coa as C which is an 
mvertible R-module (with product induced by0,). is finite pr~je~t~v~ 
over k, this correspondence is given by chase [S]. 
Let 
l-+‘B--+X+Z+l 
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be a central extension. Through the projection X-t Z, X acts on A, as 
algebra automorphisms, hence on ,uUA asgroup automorphisms. Thuswe can 
form asemi-direct product 
with multiplication giveby
(a, xm u> = Gw), xv>. 
There is an exact sequence 
given in an obvious way. The kernel ofmultiplication ,U X,u -+,D is a central 
subgroup sheaf of pA x,X. Let pA V’X be the quotient group sheaf of 
pA X,X by it. Then we have an extension 
which is seen to be admissible. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. The above procedure defines a homomorphism of 
abelian groups 
E%xt(Z P> --f W,(Z ~‘1. 
Proof Let X and Y be two central extensions f Z by ,B. There is a 
commutative diagram of group sheaf homomorphisms 
l~~AX~A--f~AV~X)X~~AV~y)~Z~l, 
where the vertical arrows are induced by the canonical homomorphisms 
,u +pA, X+,uA VW X, Y+pA VP Y. Making pushouts wehave 
l-+,DU x+y -+z-+ 1
Since the middle map 8 satisfies 
Ext,,(Sp R, ~‘9 =
for each z E (X + y)(T), g E ,uA(T), it follows that 0induces an ~somor~~~sm 
of extensions 
Suppose Z = Sp R is affine. Let a: A + A @ be the structure of 
-comodule algebra corresponding to p. 
Let C be a torsor-like R-module k-coalgebra. 
module by (a @I r)(b @ c) = ab @ rc, a, b E A, 
right A-module by 
xa = a(a)x, xEA@C, aEA. 
Let 
be the left A-linear extensions of the structur 
structures, A @ G is an admissible torsor-like 
ProoJ The first part is clear. We have only to make a commutative 
diagram of homomorphisms ofgroup sheaves 
Indeed, if (0, x) E E,(T), xE T@, C is a left T-basis. ence I 0 x E 
A @ (TO, C) ‘v TO, (A 0 C) is a left T@ A-basis. Let (r5, y) E E,(T). The 
isomorphism 
A:TO,,C-(TO,C)O,(TO,@) 
applied byA @ ? is transformed into 
A: TO,, (A 0 C> = [TO, (A 0 C)] orsA [TO, (A 0 c)]. 
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Thus (1 Ox)* (1 au)= 1 Ox* y. This implies 
is a group homomorphism. Since 
&x) g =-f( d e(x) in E,,(T) 
for each x E E,(T), g E pA(T), 8 induces anisomorphism of admissible 
extensions 
/J’V”E~EEASC. Q.E.D. 
Later, weshall get back to this homomorphism, in case A and R are finite 
projective overk. 
3. THE MAP Ext,,(Sp R, PA) + Z*(A/k) 
Throughout the rest of the paper, let A be a commutative k-algebra. 
An A/k-coalgebra C iscalled a descent coalgebru 13, 3.11 if A and E 
induce isomorphisms 
A:C@A-C@,C 
cOa*1 c,,,aOc,,,, 
(c) 
where A(c) = Ccc) ccl) 0 q2), and 
&:C/{cu-ac/cEC,aEA}-A, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and if C is an invertible A @A-module. The isomorphism classes of descent 
coalgebras forA/k form an abelian group (with multiplication induced by
OAgA) which we shall denote by
Z’(A/k). 
Villamayor andZelinsky 115. p. 371 introduced a complex 
By [ 15, 4.161 it follows that Z’(A/k) is isomorphic to Z’(J) (= the kernel of
y). We follow the notation of Hattori [lo]. 
Let R be a commutative Hopf algebra. Suppose A is a right R-comodule 
Ext,,(Sp R, /L*) = 449 
algebra with structure a. Throughout the section we assume that CC in 
an isomorphism 
a:A@A=A@ 
qa @ b) = (a @ 1) m(b). 
(Thus A is a PHS for Sp R with the terminology of IS].) 
Each left 42@A-module M has the structure of anA-~~~~~~~~ 
axb = E(a @ b)x, x E 
Since is is isomorphic, .this correspondence gives an equivalence between t 
category of left R @A-modules and the category of 
In the following, we view all A-bimodules as left 
3.3 LEMMA. Let C be an A/k-coalgebra. Since it is an A-~~rnodu~e~ it 
can be viewed as a left R @ A-module, inparticular as a left R-module. 
this left action of R, C is an R-module Ark-coa~gebra which is admissible 
with respect to a. C is torsor-like if and only if (3.1) and (3.2) are 
isomorph~sms. 
Proox FOP c E C, write d(c) = C cc,) 0 cCzj. TOsee 
for each rE R, it is enough to see 
for ali a@ YE A OR. Since Or is isomorphic, we can replace a 63 I by 
ti(a @ b). If a @ r = ~(a @ b), we have 
(a @ r)c = acb, 
Tzz \‘ ac,,, 0 @(2,h 
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which is precisely A(acb). This proves the first claim. Similarly we have 
E(K) = Ed c(c), rE R, c E C. Hence C is an R-module A/k-coalgebra. 
Since (*) of Section 1 is satisfied, t isadmissible with respect tocz. Let us 
view A OR and A OA as left A-modules by a(bOx)=ab@x, a,bEA, 
x E R or A. Then a is left A-linear nd we have a commutative diagram 
A,(A@R,C)-R@C 
t Al 
,il(Z. I) \ c 0,s c. 
A,(A@A,C)=C@A 
where A, is (3.1) and A, is the map defined in Section 1.Hence A, is 
isomorphic fand only if A, is. If M is an A-bimodule, ax = xa, Vx E M, 
a E A if and only if rx = E~(T)x, VrE R, x E M. Thus k 0, C is identified 
with the left-hand si e of (3.2). The claim follows from this. Q.E.D. 
We may call an A/k-coalgebra torsor-like f (3.1) and (3.2) are 
isomorphisms. In the present case, torsor-like A/ -coalgebras are identified 
with admissible torsor-like R-module A/k-coalgebras. 
Let C and D be A/k-coalgebras. Let 
E = C @a:>/, D
which is an A-bimodule. The structure maps A, E of C and D induce A and E 
of E by 
A(x&y)=~x (1) % Y(1) 0 -52) 0 Y(Z), 
E(X 8 Y) = E(X) E(Y), 
x E C, y E D, and makes it into an A/k-coalgebra. Let C + D denote the 
coalgebra. If C and D are torsor-like, so is C + D. 
Since a is isomorphic, the left R @A-module E is nothing other than 
A,,,(C, D). Comparison with the construction n Section 1 implies the 
following: 
3.4 PROPOSITION. Under the identification between torsor-like A/k- 
coalgebras andadmissible torsor-like R-module A/k-coalgebras, the additions 
+ correspond with each other. 
If a left R 8 A-module M is of mark R @A over R, then M is an inver- 
tible R $J A-module, hence an invertible A @A-module. Thus: 
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3,5 THEOREM. Zdentifying each admissible t rser-cake R-rn~d~~e A/k- 
coalgebra which is a left R @A-module of mark @A ouer with a 
descent coalgebra for A/k, we get an injective ~Qmorn~rph~srn of abe~a~ 
groups 
Ext,,(Sp R,P*> G Z*(Wj. 
The image consists ofall descent coalgebras C which are of mark 
over R as left R @A-modules. (The co~str~~ti~~ B possible, 
CA@A-AOR.) 
The second cohomology Ht(Sp R, ,a* 
module /F is a subgroup ofExt,,(Sp 
inclusions 
schild ofthe left 
) (Section I),hence we have 
%(SP RF”> G Ext,,(Sp, ~“1G ~2(-W). 
The eomodule structure u induces a right action 
Spcr:(SpA)x(SpR)-tS 
If we denote (Sp a)@, 0) = XD for x E (S ) 0 E (Sp R)(T) with 
TE k, then 
SpE:(SpA)X(SpR)-+(SpA)X(SpA) 
maps (x, o) to (x, xo). Since this is isomorphic, i 
Sect. 4,6.1 l] that Hi(Sp R, ,D”) is isomorphic to 
Amitsur cohomology ofthe k-algebra A with coeffic 
On the other hand, aslight modification of [ 15, 4.14] yields a long exact 
sequence 
0 + H*(A/k, ,a) + Z*(A/k) --f Z’(A/k, Pit) 
+ H3(A/k, ,a) + H3(A/k) --$ 
--) H”(A/k, ,a) -+ H”(A/k) --) PI”- ‘(A/k, Pit) --p . .., 
where H”(A/k) denotes H”(J) of [ 15, 4.131, 
denote he Amitsur cohomologies of p and Bit, 
1-cocycles of the Amitsur complex. (To get this, remove U(Al), J 
from diagram [15, 4.111 and apply the argument of115, 4.14].) 
3.7 RXOPOSITI~N. The composite inclusion 
Z(W, PU) = H:(SP R, P’) G W,,(Sn 
is the same as the inclusion q of (3.6). 
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Proof: With the notation f17, III, Sect. 4, 6.111 
i,:(SpA)X(~P~)X(~P~)ru(Sp~)X(SP~)X(~P~) 
is represented by 
&:A~AAAzA@R~R, 
a’@ 0 b 0 c) = r ~b(,)C(“) 0 b(,)C(,) 0 C(Z) 
for a,b,cE A. Let 
u = x a, @ bi 0 ci E Z2(A/k, ,u) 
i 
and put 
u--‘=ya;@b;@c;, 
a’(u) = x xi @ gj $9 hj E Z;(Sp R, #). 
i 
The descent A/k-coalgebra q(u) is described asfollows. Let C be a free 
(A, A)-bimodule with basis 1. Deline an A-bimodule map 
by d(l) = x.k a;Zb; @ 1~;. This makes C into adescent A/k-coalgebra, which 
is q(u). 
It is enough to prove that he inclusion 
%SP R,pUA) G W,,(Sp K,4 
maps r?(u) to E,. Since C is a free (A,A)-bimodule with basis 1, it is a free 
left R 3 A-module with basis 1. Let T E M, and u E (Sp R)(T). Then T@, C 
(which is a TB A-bimodule over 7’) is a free left TO A-module with basis I, 
and the right T @ A-operation on T 0, C is determined by 
1. (t@a)=o(t@a)l, 
where a(t @ a) = x ta(a,,,) @ a,,, for I E T. a E A. We had better denote 1
in T@, C as I,, . With this notation, the canonical projection E, + Sp R has 
a section 
for CJ E (Sp W)(T). This section determines a 2-cocyck 
f: (SP RI x (Sp RI -+ PA 
bY 
j-(0, 7) =x G( gj) T(hj) @ xj EU(T @A). 
Indeed, under the isomorphism (Section 1)
TO,, c = (TO, 6) 0 (TO, C) 
mM 
I,, is mapped to 
x a&b’, @ 1,~; = 7 a;a(b;) l,@ t(c’k) I, 
k 
= 1 add CF(~(C;)) I, @ 2,. 
under the isomorphism. This means f(o, r) = xj G( gj> z(hj) @ Xj. 
If we view fE ,u*(R @ R) = U(A @ R @ X), then it f0110Ws that 
This means that he 2-cocycle a’(u) is associated wit
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4. DUALITY 
Let A be a commutative k-algebra which is a finitely generated faithful 
projective k-module. 
An A/k-algebra means apair (B, i), where B is a k-algebra andi: A + B is 
a k-algebra map, or equivalently, a triple (B, m, u), where B is an A- 
bimodule and 
m:B@,B-tB, 
u:A-,B, 
are A-bimodule maps satisfying the associativity and the unitarity. 
For each left A-module M,let 
D(M) = Hom,(M, A), 
which we view as a left A-module. 
If AMA is an A-bimodule, the right operation on M induces the structure of 
a right A-module D(M), .Thus D(M) becomes an A-bimodule. 
Let A4 and N be A-bimodules. The pairing 
induces anA-bimodule map 
r: D&f) o/4 D(N) -+D(M OA N), 
which is isomorphic, if M and N are finitely generated projective as l ft A-
modules. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. (a) If (C, A, E) is an A/k-coalgebra, then (D(C), 
D(A) o 5, D(e)) is an A/k-algebra. 
(b) If (B, m, u) is an A/k-algebra which is finitely generated projective 
as a left A-module, then (D(B), <-’ 0 D(m), D(u)) is an A/k-coalgebra. 
(c) C ti D(C) and B F+ D(B) give rise to a duality between the 
category ofA/k-coalgebras which are Jinitely generated projective left A- 
modules and the category of A/k-algebras which are finitely generated 
projective left A-modules. 
The proof is easy, and omitted. 
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Recall (Conventions) thatfor two left A-modules Il.4 and N, Ail( 
denotes the tensor p oduct left A-module ofM with N. The pairing 
induces a left A-linear m p
which is isomorphic if either ,M or ,N is finitely generated projective. (Note 
the difference withr.) 
If C, and C2 are A/k-coalgebras, then ois C, @ABA C2 (Section 3).If Ci 
are left A-finitely g nerated projective, we can identify 
It induces anisomorphism of A/k-algebras 
WC, @A&l C,) = @G,) X.4 WG>? 
where the right-hand side is an A/k-algebra by [14, p* IOl]” 
If C is an A/k-coalgebra and B an A/k-algebra, let Horn,,, ( 
A-bimodule maps C -+ B. It is an A/k-algebra with convolution 
Note that End(A) is an A/k-algebra. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. The map 
Hom,,,(C, End(A)) -+D(C) 
f I--* cc++ f(c)(l)) 
is an isomorphism of A/k-algebras, for each Aik-~Q~~ge~r~ C. 
The proof is also easy, and omitted. 
An Azumaya k-algebra is k-algebra R which is a finitely generated 
faithful projective k-module such that 
R 0 Rap ‘v End(R), 
An A/k-algebra B is called a left Azumaya A/k-algebra if it is an 
Azumaya k-algebra anda faithful projective leftA-module such that A is the 
centralizer of A in B. Right Azumaya A/k-algebras a e dually defined. In the 
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following, we shall treat left Azumaya algebras mostly, and call eft 
Azumaya A/k-algebras as Azumaya A/k-algebras. 
The following theorem isessentially the same as the main result ofHattori 
[lo]. But he does not use the term “descent coalgebra” or product “xA .” We 
shall give adirect proof. 
4.3 THEOREM. Under the duality of4.1(c), B is an Azumaya A/k- 
algebra ifand only if C is a descent coalgebra forA/k. The class of 
Azumaya A/k-algebras is closed with respect to xA. Let l%(A/k) bethe set of 
isomorphism classes ofall Azumaya A/k-algebras. It is an abelian group 
with product induced byxa and with unit End(A). The duality gives an 
isomorphism of groups 
Z*(A/k) N l%(A/k). 
ProoJ Divided into the following steps. 
4.3.1. Let M be an invertible A-module. Then End(M) is an A/k-algebra, 
with the A-module structure on M as i: A-+ End(M). It is an Azumaya A/k- 
algebra, since A N End,(M). Give on D(M) @ M the A-bimodule structure 
a(X@m)b=aX@bm 
for a, b E A, X E D(M), m E M. We have an isomorphism 
MO, D(WrA, 
m@X++ (X,m) 
since J4 is invertible. Assume Cj nj @ Y; in MO, D(M) is mapped to 
1 EA. Define 
d:D(M)OM-,D(M)OMO,D(M)OM, 
e:D(M)@M-tA 
by 
A(X@m)=CX@ni@Yi@m, 
6(X @ m) = (X, m) 
for X E D(M), m EM. Then D(M) @ M is a descent A/k-coalgebra [3, 
(3.2)(f)]. The A,fk-coalgebra D(M) @ M corresponds to the A/k-algebra 
End(M) under the duality. Indeed, 
D(D(M) @ M) = Horn, LD(M) @ M, A) 
= Hom(M, Hom,d D(M), A)) 
= Hom(M, D(D(M))) 1 Hom(M, ‘M). 
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It is easy to check that his gives an isom~r~bism ofA/~-algebras 
D(D(M) @ M) ‘v En 
4.32. Assume there is a k-algebra map F: A -+ k. 
(a) Every descent A/k-coalgebra C is~5ornor~~~c to 
some invertible A-module M.
(b) Every Azumaya A/k-algebra isi~ornor~~ic to ~~~(-~)~o~ s me 
~~~e~t~b~e A-module M.
In this case, the theorem follows from 4.3.1. 
Pp.oo$ (a) From the bimodule A CA, construct a right A-module 
where @I eans @a with respect to8. Since C is an ~~ve~t~b~e A @I
module, is an invertible A-module. explication f k @I,- to 
~som~r~hisrn (3.1) 
induces an isomorphism 
Note that he right A-action M@ A 
(m @ b)a = m @ ba 
corresponds to the middle A-action I@@, C 
(m@c)a=maOc= 
where m E M, c E C, a, b EA. Apply D(M) Qa- to the above ~somor~h~sms~ 
with respect tothese A-actions. Then we get 
D(M) @ M 2: (D(M) @.A 
) @A MN A. It is not hard to check that his is an isom~r~~ism of
(b) The canonical isomorphism arising from the bimo~~le B 
induces an isomorphism ofA-algebras 
A @ BOP N End,(, 
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(Enough to take the centralizers of A @ k.) This is caused from the bimodule 
structure ,B, (where each operation s multiplication). By assumption, B is
a left A-progenerator, henceD(B) is also aleft A-progenerator, nd we have 
an isomorphism of A-algebras 
End, (A D(B)) N End, CB)Op 
by duality. Therefore we have an isomorphism of A-algebras 
a: A @B N End,(.,D(B)), 
where a1 A is the left action A D(B) (which comes from AB) and a 1 B comes 
from B, by duality. Through a 1 B, we view D(B) as a right BoP-module, thus 
we have abimodule A D(B),,,. Since D(B) is a left A-progenerator, it f llows 
from Morita theory, that D(B) is a progenerator s an (A, BoP)-bimodule (or 
a left A @B-module). Since B is left A-projective, BoP is right A-projective. 
Hence D(B) is a progenerator s anA-bimodule. (The bimodule AD( 
arises from A D(B)B,,p together with BoP 1 A, and also arises from ABA). 
Taking the centralizers of A @A of both sides of a, we have 
A 0 A y End.., --Ad D(B),), 
which means that AD(B), is an invertible A @A-module. With the same 
procedure as (a) we have an invertible right A-module 
MA = k 0, D(B), .
Application of k @,- to the A-algebra isomorphism a yields a k-algebra 
isomorphism 
k 0, a: B N k 0, End,C, D(B)) N End(M), 
where note that 
Horn@& M) = Hom,d D(B), k0, D(B)) 
= k 0, HomAd D(B), AD(B)) 
since AD(B) is finitely generated projective. It follows from the above 
argument that k0, a is an isomorphism of A/k-algebras. 
4.3.3. Let K/k be a faithfully f atextension of commutative rings. Then 
K @ A is a K-algebra which is a finitely generated projective K-module. If C
(resp. B) is an A/k-coalgebra (resp. A/k-algebra), then K @ C (resp. K @ B) 
has the canonical structure of a (K @ A)/K-coalgebra (resp. (K@ A)/K- 
algebra). Since K/k is faithfully f at, C (resp. B) is a descent coalgebra for
A/k (resp. an Azumaya A/k-algebra) if andonly if K 0 C (resp. K @ B) is a 
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descent coalgebfa for(K @ A j/K (resp. 0 A )/K-aIgebra)* If 
C and B correspond u er the duality for A, then K @ C and K 0 
~orre~~o~d un er the duality for K 0 A. It follows that he theorem istrue if 
it is true for K @ A over K. We can take K to be A. There is a ~-a~~~bra 
map E: PC @ A -+ K. The theorem for K @ A over M is valid by 43.2 
we have the theorem for A over k. 
Using the duality, we shall give a useful ~~ara~te~~~at~o~ of ~ ~ ~~~~ 
~/k-algebras. 
Since A r @ 2 C3 and I C3 0 A, are AI @ ~~-~roge~erato~~~ i  f llows tha.t I C, 
is an A i @ A,-progenerator. Hence 
C=C/{ac-caiaEA,cECj 
is an A-progenerator. Since
fol~ow5 from (3.11, it is invertible. Since 
1C*O a,&#,2~1~mc‘b 
as A I @ A ,-modules, the claim foilows. ,E.D. 
The fo~~owi~~ is simply a translation intothe ~/k-algebra language 
through t e duality. 
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This will be used later toshow that he generalized #-product makes 
relative Azumaya lgebras. 
If B is an Azumaya A/k-algebra, let VBdenote he normalizer of A,in pB, 
which is a subgroup sheaf. Since A is the centralizer of A in B, we have an 
exact sequence ofgroup sheaves 
l-t/&@=+ Au@ 1, 
where inn denotes the inner action. This equence isadmissible (S ction 1) 
with respect to he canonical action fAut(A) on A,. 
5. THE MAP Ext,,(Sp R, ”“) --t &(A/k) 
Let R be a commutative Hopf k-algebra, and let A be a commutative right 
R-comodule algebra with structure a such that 6 is isomorphic. Assume R
and A are k-progenerators. 
We shall describe thmap of Section 3 in terms of A/k-algebras. 
Let C be a descent A/k-coalgebra. By (3.3), it is an admissible torsor-like 
R-module A/k-coalgebra. Let B = D(C), an Azumaya A/k-algebra. As in
Section 3,we identify A-bimodules with left R @A-modules. The R-operation 
on B arises from the R-operation on C. 
Just as (3.3), we can prove that all A/k-algebras a e automatically left R-
module algebras which mean that 
r(w) =C b+)(q2) ~4 
09 
rl = e(r)1 
for all rE R, and all X, y in the algebra. 
For each oE M,(R, 7’) with TE M,, we have the following coequalizer 
diagram offinitely generated projective leftT @ A-modules 
(cf. [2, p. 1449]), where 6: T 0 R + T, d(t 0 r) = to(r). Taking the left 
T @ A-duals wesee that he leftX@ A-dual of T 0, C is identified w th
TO,B={xET@B/(l@r)x=(o(r)@l)x,VrER}. 
We see that he T@ A-bimodules T@,C and TO, B satisfy 
xa = o(a)x, Va E T@ A. 
Recall that A of C induces anisomorphism of T@ A-b~~~du~es 
A: TO,, C c=z (TO, C) 07.<@ CT@), C) 
for each 0, z E M,(R, T). By taking the left T@ A-duals, it follows t 
~u~t~~~~cat~5n of B i duces anisomorphism sf T@ A-b~~~d~les 
m: (TU,B) QrmA (Tn,B) ‘v TOoz B. 
Similarly theunit induces 
where 1E M,(R, T) is the unit. 
Since TCl, B is the left T @ A-dual of T 0, C, there is a I-1 eorrespon- 
dence X e, x between left T@ A-bases ofTO, and left T @ A-bases cf 
T@, C given by (X,x) = 1. Just as 12, p. 1465], we can prove tbat an 
t X E T 0, B is a left T @ A-basis fand only if it is invertible n 
Summarizing theabove we have the following. 
Let C be a descent AJ~-~aa~gebra and
each TE M,, let E,(T) be the set of all (a, X), where a e 
X E (TQ B) n U( T @ B). It is a group with ~~~ti~li~atio~ 
and EB is a group sheaf. There is an exact sequence ofgroup sheaves 
where i(g) = (1, g) and p(a, x) = a. This extension isca~~~~~a~i~ iso~a~p~~~ 
to -E,. 
5.2 bMMA. Let C and B be as above. For each c~ E
XE T@ B, we have 
Xa = o(a)& VaEA, 
oXE T&B. 
ProojI We view T @ B as a (T @? R @ A, A )-birnodule. Then Xa = 
C (1 @ acl) @ a&X and a(a)X= C (o(a,,,) 0 10 a&K Hence 2% = 
o(a)X, ‘da E A, if and only’ if C (1 @ b(,, 0 sb(, 
i @ ab(,,jX, Vu b E A. Since C? is isomorphic, this is 
(lOvOa)X=(~(r)OlOa)X,VrEW,VaEA,i.e.,X 
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5.3 THEOREM. ,With the notation f5.1 there is a commutative diagram 
of homomorphisms ofgroup sheaves 
l-tpUA--t EB - SP R 
where p corresponds to a, and y is given by 
y(0, X) = x. 
The region (V) is Cartesian. 
ProoJ The commutativity of (V) follows from 
Xa = a(a)X, V(o, X) E E,(T), Va EA. 
Conversely ifCJ E M,(R, T), X E Y(T) satisfy the above, it follows from 5.2 
that X E T Cl, B. Hence (V) is Cartesian. Q.E.D. 
5.4 COROLLARY. The image of the composite ofnatural homomorphisms 
Ext,,(Sp R,,u”“) G Z*(A/k) 2: l%(A/k) 
consists of all Azumaya A/k-algebras B such that 
inn: VB -+ Aut(A) 
induces an epimorphism ofsheaves 
pr,: VB X aut(aj SPR --$ SP R. 
If X E Ext,,(Sp R,,u’) is mapped to B E %(A/k), the extension -X is 
obtained from 1 +,uA + v” --f Aut(A) by pullback along p: Sp R + Aut(A). 
Call a commutative ring extension A/kpureZy inseparable if the kernel of 
product A @A -+ A is nil. 
5.5 LEMMA. Let M be an invertible A-module. Ifeither A/k is purely 
inseparable, or A N k” (the direct product of k as a k-algebra), then there is 
an fppf covering T/k such that T@ M= T @ A. 
ProoJ If A N k”, the claim is obvious. Assume A/k is purely inseparable. 
Replacing (k, A, M) by (A, A 0 A, A 0 M), we can assume there is a k- 
algebra m p E: A + k such that Ker(e) is nilpotent. By [7, III, Sect. 4, 2.41, a 
k-module is invertible if and only if it is of mark k. Hence, replacing k by an 
Ext,,(Sp R,,u”) = fSr(A/k) 4 
fppf covering, we can assume k0, MN k. But then, M = A follows from 14, 
p. 90, (2.12)]. 
5.5 THEOREM. The map of (5.4) 
Ext,d(SPR~A)+ 
is isomorphic if either 
(1) A/k is purely inseparable, 
(2) There is an fppf covering T/k such that T@ A N T” as T-~~geb~~s~ 
(3) k is artinian, 
(4) A 0 A N A” as A-algebras, or 
(5) There is an fppf covering T/k such that T@ T- 
algebra ofsome group-like Hopf T-algebra T[ G] (with 
ProoJ Gases (4) and (5) follow from (2). In order that the map 
Exl,,(Sp R, ”) --) fir(A/k) b e isomorphic, t is sufficient that for each inver 
-module M, there is an fppf covering T/R such that 
If A/k satisfies (1)or (2) then so does (A @ R)/R. The claim follows fro 
the previous lemma. If k is artinian, so is A @ R, hence Pic(A @ 
6. PURELY INSEPARABLE CASE 
Let Pit(S) denote the group of isomorphism classes ofall invertible 
modules for each commutative ring S. 
If Z is a nil ideal of S, the projection S --, S/Z induces an isomorpbism 
Pie(S) 2 Pic(S/Z) (cf. [11, p. 28, Theorem 2.31). 
If A/k is purely inseparable, we have 
Pic(A”) z Pit(A), ?Z>O 
by multiplication A” -+A, where A” denotes the tensor product over k of n 
copies of A. In particular theAmitsur complex of Pie reduces to 
Pie(A) -% Pit(A) -& Pie(A) --% Pit(A) A a... 
Since Z’(A/k, Pit) = 0, it follows from (3.6) that 
q: H2(A/k, ,u) 2; Z’(A/k). 
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Yuan [ 171 also btained this. This means that all descent A/k-coalgebras a e 
free A @A-modules of rank 1, since very descent A/k-coalgebra is in 
Z’(A/k, Pit) as A 0 A-modules (3.6). 
Throughout the section, let A be a commutative k-algebra which is purely 
inseparable ov r k and which is a k-progenerator. 
6.1 THEOREM. If B is an Azumaya A/k-algebra, 
1 -SPA -+ c$-+ Aut(A)+ 1 
is an H-extension which is admissible with respect tothe canonical ction of 
Aut(A) on A,. 
Proof: Since A is a k-progenerator, Aut(A) is affme by [7, II, Sect. 1, 
2.61. Let Aut(A) = Sp L, thus L is a commutative Hopf algebra and A is a 
right L-comodule algebra with structure /I:A --+ A @ L. Let 
~:ABL+ABL, &a 0 I) = P(a)( 10 I), 
which is an isomorphism. Since A @L over L is purely inseparable and
B @L is an Azumaya (A @ L)/L-algebra, it follows from the next lemma 
that here is a g E U(B @L) with 
g-v - ’ = /J(x), VxEA@L. 
Then g E p(L). If we identify g with a map 
g: sp L + VR in M,E 
then it is a section fthe projection VB -+ Sp L. Q.E.D. 
6.2 LEMMA. Let B be an Azumaya A/k-algebra. Foreach k-algebra 
automorphism o:A rr A there is an element g E U(B) such that 
u(x) = gxg- ‘, VxEA. 
ProoJ Let ,B be B with the following (A, B)-bimodule structure 
xab (in ~B) = a(x)ab (in B), 
Vx E A, Va, b E B. Both OB and B give Morita equivalences b tween 
A @ Bop and A (over A). Hence there is an invertible A-module P such that 
as (A, B)-bimodules. Since D(B) is an invertible A 0 A-module (4.3.2) and A 
is purely inseparable, it follows that here is an invertible A-module Q such 
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that D(B) = A @ Q as A @A-modules. (Indeed, wesee Q 2 A, since D(B) is 
a descent A/k-coalgebra. But we need not use this fact.) Hence 
as (A, A)-bimoduies with Q* = Hom(Q, k). This implies 
,B=B as A-bimodules. 
Thus A 0 Q* z P$$ Q* as A-bimodules. Taking the left A-duals, we have 
A 3 Q x D(P) 3 Q as A-bimodules. Extending scalars along multiplication 
A 0 A -+ A. we see that Q z D(P) 0, Q, hence A = D(P) or P 2 A as A 
moduies. Hence B 1 ,B as (A, B)-bimodules. The isomorphism isgiven bv a 
left translation 
~1.1 B + ,B, a ---) ga, 
with g E B. Then gx = a(x)g, Vx E A. Since g, is isomorphic. we must have 
g E U(B). Q.E.D. 
WC view ,uA as a left Aut(A)-module functo: canonically. 
6.3 THEOREM. There is a homomorphism of abeliatl groups 
Br(A/k) --) Ht(Aut(A), p”), 
which associates with each Azumaya Ajk-algebra B rhe H-extension I + u’! -+ 
++Aut(A)+ 1. 
Proof: Let B, and B, be Azumaya A/k-algebras. Since B, = B, c End(A) 
as A-bimodules, foreach T E M, the canonical map 
T% (B, X, B,)-+ (7-22 B,) x3..,,, (TS B:) 
is isomorphic. We shall construct a homomorphism of li-extensions 
i-+ pA x ,JL4 + ?’ x.4l!tbt, P2 + Am(A) + 1 
!’ 
product I’1 
4 
I ! I 
V 
I+ PA --$ 
p, Y ,I+:: + Au;(A)+ 1. 
Let x E p’(T) and y E ~~‘(7) besuch that 
inn(x)= inn(y) =CJ E Aut,(T@.4: 
Since 
xa = a(a)x in T% B,, ya = a(rz)y in T $> B I 
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for each CI E T@ A, it follows that 
x 0 Y E U((TO B,) &@A (TO B*)) 
and 
(x 0y>a = o(a)(x 0 Y), Vu E T@ A. 
Let q(x, JJ) be the corresponding element inU(T@ (B, xA BJ). Then we 
have ~(x, JJ) E v @IVAN*) and inn(q(x, y))= O. It is easy to see that ris a 
homomorphism making the above diagram commute. The diagram induces 
an isomorphism of H-extensions 
91 + &Jfz N p1 XA* Q.E.D. 
6.4 THEOREM. Let R be a commutative Hopf k-algebra and A be a right 
R-comodule algebra with structure a. Assume 6: A @ A 2: A 0 R, hence R is 
also a k-progenerator. Then every admissible extension fSp R by pA is an 
H-extension. Hence the canonical injection Hi(Sp R, ,uA) G Ext,,(Sp R, ,u”) is 
an isomorphism. Thecomposite 
H@p R, ,uA> r Ext,,(Sp R,P”) G Z*(W) r f3Wk) 
is an isomorphism with inverse as-1 time the composite 
&(A/k) 2 Hi(Aut(A), ,uA) P. H#P R, ~"1, 
where p denotes the pullback along p: Sp R --f Aut(A). 
Proof This follows immediately from (5.4) and (6.3). Q.E.D. 
6.5 COROLLARY. With the assumption f (6.4), there are canonical 
isomorphisms of abelian groups 
H’(A/k, ,u) II Z’(A/k) N Br(A/k) 
N Ext,,(Sp R, ,a”) = H,z(Sp R, p”). 
The composite isomorphism 
HZ(Wvu)=H@~R,~A) 
is precisely the canonical isomorphism arising from the right Sp R-torsor 
SpA. 
The last statement follows from Proposition 3.7.
Ext,,(Sp R, P’> 21 
7. SWEEDLER'S C~HOM~LOCY 
Let H be a Hopf k-algebra. A left El-module k-~~~e~~~ is aleft 
and a k-algebra S such that 
Vg E N, Vx, y E 5’. We can define the smash product 
S#H(=S@H) 
which is a k-algebra with multiplication 
(x #g>(v # A) =2 x * &,,(Yb # gm 
and with unit 1 # 1 [ 12, Sect. 7.21. Then S is a left S #H-module 
6 # ‘Y>Y =x * g(y), 
Let 4: S # H-, End(S) be the associated algebra m p. 
be a commutative Hopf k-algebra which is a k-~roggnerator. Let 
be the dual Hopf k-algebra, which is cocommutative. If A is a right 
R-comodule algebra with structure a, it is a left H-module algebra by
X.a=x (X,a,,,)a,,,, XE 
Conversely, a left H-module algebra is a right comodule algebra. IfA is 
commutative and it is a k-progenerator, then 
is equivalent to 
@td#H=End@), 
since 6 is left A-linear nd the composite 
is precisely 4. 
When H is a cocommutative Hopf k-algebra and A is a commutative l ft 
H-module algebra, Sweedler [13, Sect. 21 has defined a cobomolo~y 
H”(H, A), n > 0. If A is a commutative right R-comodule k-algebra with a 
finite projective commutative Hopf k-algebra R, then pUA is a left Sp 
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module functor. Let0” V denote he tensor p oduct over kof n copies ofa 
k-module V.We have canonical isomorphisms 
Hom(@” R*, A) 2: 0” R @ A N M,E((Sp R)“, p”). 
Taking the units we have an isomorphism of Sweedler’s complex and 
Hochschild’s complex. Inparticular we have 
H”(R*, A) 1: H;f(Sp R, p”). 
Let H be a cocommutative Hopf k-algebra, and let A be a commutative 
left H-module k-algebra. A 2-cocycle is a unit 
o:H@H-+A 
such that 
for each x, y, z E H. Then we have 
a(x@ l)=a(l @x)=&(X)u(1@ 1)=x(0(1 @ 1)) VxE H. 
Thus a(1 @ 1) E AH. Two 2-cocycles (I, r are cohomologous if there is a unit 
e:H+A 
such that 
(7.2) 
for each x, y E H. In this case let us write e: 0- t. 
For each 2-cocycle or we can make A 0 H into an associative k-algebra 
A #O H with multiplication determined by 
(The associativity s equivalent to (7.1) [ 13, p. 227 1.) This algebra has a unit 
a(1 @ 1))’ 8, 1 
and A -+ A #U H, a t--+ au(1 @ 1))’ #,, 1 is a k-algebra map. We view 
A #,, H as an A/k-algebra with this map. 
Ext,,(Sp R, ,B”) 21Br(A,‘k) 469 
If er CJ - 7? there is an isomorphism of A/k-algebras 
A#,H=A#,H, a#,hi-t 
1.3 PROPOSITION. Let H be a cocommutative algebra and A be a 
commutative l ft H-module k-algebra such that 4 cz End(A). A~§~~~~ 
A and are k-progenerators. 
(a) For each 2-cocycle u: H @ hi--+ A,A #, is an Az~rn~y~ Ajk- 
algebra. 
(b) The map CT b A #, H gives rise to an iujecttve ~ornomor~~~sm 
H”(H, A) C; &(Ajk). 
(6) Let R = H* the dual, and view A as a right -comQd~~e algebra. 
The itijection of (b) is -1 time the composite 
N’(H, A) ?? H;(Sp R, ,u”> G Ext,,(Sp 
(d) The map of (b) is bijective, f either A jk is ptirely ~~~~~a~a~~e or k 
is,arti~ia~. 
Proo$ (a) For each 2-cocycle a4 there is a 2-cocycle t which is 
c~h~molog~us to es and z( 1@ 1) = 1. Hence we can assume ~$1 0 1) = 1, 
Since A #, H is a left A-progenerator, we canuse (4.5). The map of (4.5) 
A #c7 + Hom(A, A #, H), (a #O g @ h)(b) = (a #, g)(b #, h) factors 
as 
where P(a #, g0 h) = Z: ao(g,,, 0 h(,,)# g(,, 0 gC3,ho,. 
inverse (Sdenoting the antipode) 
it is an isomorphism. Hence A #S H is an Azumaya 
(c) Let B = A #, H. We. can assume (T is normalized so that 
~(1 @ 1) = 1. Let p: Sp R -+ Aut(A) be the homomorphism associated with 
the module structure. W  shall define a mor~b~sm of k-functors 
x: SP + Ve which makes the following commutative d~a~rarn” 
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l--&--&J% Am(A) 
\T P 
m 
SPR 
For each TE M,, we can identify (SpR)(T) = M,(R, T) with G,(T@ H) the 
group-like el ments ofthe T-Hopf algebra T@ H. Also, we can identify 
T@Rwith(T@A)#,(T@H)(over7’).IfgEG,(T’@H)andaET@A, 
we have in T@ B 
This means that 1#,, gE 9(T). If we define x by x(g) = I#, g, x is a 
morphism of k-functors, and we have the above commutative diagram. By
(5.4), B belongs tothe image of Ext,,(Sp R, ”“) G Br(A/k). Let B be the 
image of X E Ext,,(Sp R,#). Since -X is the pullback of (7) along p, it is 
an H-extension. Si ce 
x(g)x(h)=(dg,h)#, l)x(gh), Vg, h E GT(T $3 H), 
the 2-cocycle associated with -X is exactly u.This proves the claim. 
Part (b) follows from (c). (Sweedler [ 13, p. 2381 has directly shown 
that the map is a homomorphism.) Part (d) follows from (c) and (5.6). 
Q.E.D. 
1.4 Remarks. If k is artinian, Br(A/k) is canonically isomorphic to 
Br(A/k) the Brauer group of equivalence classes of Azumaya k-algebras split 
by A, since Pit(A) = 0. Therefore Sw edler’s theorem [ 13, 9.71 is a special 
case of the above. 
In (7.3), ifH= k[G] is a group-like Hopf algebra, with afinite group G, 
then we have H*(k[G], A)= H*(G, U(A)), and we re-obtain the classical map 
H’(G, U(A)) + fh(A/k). 
Let k be a commutative ring of prime characteristic p. For a restricted Li  
algebra L over k, let @‘I(L) be the restricted universal enveloping al ebra. It 
has the structure of a cocommutative Hopf algebra determined by 
&x)=x@ 1+ 1 ox, E(X) = 0, x E L. 
A left U’“](L)-module alg bra isa pair (A, d) with A an algebra and 
d: L + Der(A) a homomorphism of restricted Li  algebras. Assume that A is 
commutative, A isa k-progenerator, and L is a finitely generated projective 
k-module. Then up](L) is a k-progenerator. We can prove that 
Ext,,(Sp R,$) = L%(A/k) 4?1 
ff2(Utp1(L). A) is isomorphic to Ext,,(L$ A) the group of isomorphism 
classes ofextensions f restricted Lie algebras 
which are admissible in the following sense: If .Y E X lies over X E L, then 
!x, a] = d(x)(a), a E A. The sum of two extensions is defined just as Bacr 
sum. (The proof will be given in my forthcoming paper.) Therefore: !f 
H = f~“~l(L) in (7.3). we have 
%(A/k) = Ext,,(Sp R,p”) = H,:(Sp R.,u”) 
c H*(H, A) = Ext,,(L. A), 
since A/k is purely inseparable of xponent 1. 
Yuan [ 161 has given a similar isomorphism. He has proved that if A is a 
commutative k-algebra which is a k-progenerator nd such that A[Der(A)i = 
End(A), then 
fh(A/k) % E(Der(A), A). 
where E(Der(A), A) denotes Hochschild’s group of regular restricted Lie
algebra extensions f A by Der(A). If H = U’“‘(L) in(7.3). weare in Yuan’s 
situation with Der(A) = A @ L. Our isomorphism I%(A/k) 1 Ext,,(L, A) is 
combined with Yuan’s through the canonical isomorphism 
Ext.&q A) = E(A 8 i, A). 
Details ofthis material will be argued in my forthcoming paper. 
8. GESERALIZED #-PRODUCTS 
The notion of generalized #-product has appeared in Gamst and 
Hoechsman [81 or Chase [ 5 1. 
Let H be a Hopf k-algebra, letS be a left H-module k-aigebra, andlet V
be a left H-comodule algebra with structure 0: V+ H ,z V. We use the 
notation 
The smash product 
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is a k-algebra with multiplication 
(x#u)(y#v)=yx~ I+ ,,(Y)#U(,,V 
and with unit 1 # 1. If V = H and B = A, S # H is the same as before. 
The #-product produces relative Azumaya algebras. 
8.1 THEOREM. Let H be a Hopf algebra, S a left H-module algebra, and 
V a left H-comodule algebra. Assume H, S, V are k-progenerators, S i  
commutative, andthe following maps are isomorphic. 
4: S # H + End(S), 
iy: I’@ V-+H@ VJ@VI+U~-,,@u,,,c. 
Then S # V is an Azumaya S/k-algebra. 
ProoJ Since S# V is a left S-progenerator, we can use (4.5). The map 
of (4.5) is seen to be the composite 
(S#v)@s(S#V)-S#V@V~S#HOV 
a End(S) @ V E Hom(S, S # V). 
Hence it is isomorphic. Q.E.D. 
Similarly, if V is commutative, S # V will become a right Azumaya V/k- 
algebra with the above assumption. 
Chase ]S] calls such an algebra asV above, a PPHS for H. 
Let us get back to the assumption fSection 5.Let H = R” be the dual 
Hopf algebra of R. Since A is a right R-comodule algebra, itis a left H- 
module k-algebra such that 4: A # H = End(A). 
As a special case of (4.1), there is a duality between k-coalgebras which 
are finitely generated projective k-modules and k-algebras which are finitely 
generated projective k-modules. IfC is such a k-coalgebra which has the 
structure of a left R-module coalgebra. then the corresponding k-algebra C* 
has the structure of a left R-module algebra, hence of a right H-comodule 
algebra. Since H is cocommutative, w  may view C” as a left H-comodule 
algebra. By duality itfollows that C is a torsor-like R-module k-coalgebra if 
and only if IJK C* @ C* = H @ C*. 
8.2 PROPOSITION. With the above assumption, letC be a torsor-like R- 
module k-coalgebra which is a k-progenerator. Then the admissible torsor- 
like R-module A/k-coalgebra A @ C above (2.2), which is a descent A/k- 
coalgebra, corresponds tothe Arumaya A/k-algebra A # C” under the 
duality of(4.1). 
Ext,,(Sp R,p”“) z fjr(A/k) 
We leave the proof to the reader. The pairing 
(A#C”)X(A@C)-+A 
is given by 
(a #X, b 8 C) = ab(X, c). 
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The group Ext,,,,(Sp R,,u) is identified with the group of isomorphism 
classes ofall PPHS for H, by the duality. This identification is described in 
Chase is]. The above proposition means that he composition 
Ext,,,(Sp R,p) sectionl, Ext,,(Sp R.p”) G h(A/k: 
is given by Y (a PPHS for H) c-1 A # V. 
It is easy to check directly that his is a group homomorphism. 
We conclude the article by showing that he map of Yuan ! 17 j factors 
through the above map. 
Let the ring k be of prime characteristic p. LetA = klu]/(d“‘-- u) wiih 
u E k. and R = k[J]/(,lP’) the Hopf k-algebra with A(l) = A<< i + 1 5; i.. 
c(;.) = 0. A is a right R-comodule algebra by
o:A+AOR, d(a) = a (4 1 i 1 6; i.. 
which induces 
&A~AA-A~R. &a 0 6) = (a $$ 1) O(h). 
Let W,,: T b W,(T) = T x . . . x T (e copies) bethe additive Witt k-group 
scheme of length e, and let L = k[f,, . . . ..t,- IJ be the affine Hopf aigebra. The 
structures A. E are determined by 
jA(t,,)..... A(r,- ,)) = (I, C$ I,.... 1, !3 1 ) 
t (1 $3 f,, .... 1 1:; i,, 1) 
(C(fJ..... C(f, I)) = (O..... 0). 
For each a = (a,,.... a,  r) E W,(k), let 
L(a) = kj!” . ... t, l i/(‘f - UJi (,., 
If a, b E W,(k), the comultiplication A ;nduces 
A: L(a t b) -+ L(a) $I L(b). 
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L(0) is a Hopf quotient of L, which is isomorphic to H = R* (the dual of R) 
via the Artin-Hasse exponential (see also [7, p. 6211). Inparticular 
d:L(a)+L(O)@L(a) 
makes each L(a) with QE W,(k) into aleft L(O)-comodule alg bra. It is easy 
to see that hey are PPHS. If a, b E W,(k), the above map d induces an
isomorphism of L(O)-comodule algebras 
A: L(a + b) N L(u) q Lcot L(b), 
where 17 denotes the cotensor product (=the largest d(L(O))-subcomodule of 
the L(0) @ L(O)-comodule L(a) @ L(b)). Since the Baer sum of 
ExL,t(Sp 4 P> is represented by 0, (see Chase [5]), this implies that 
a t-+ L(u) is a homomorphism 
We(k) -, W,,,(Sp R, flu>. 
Hence the composite 
is given by a E-+ A #L(u) (the #-product between the left H-module algebra 
A and the left H-comodule algebra L(u)). With Yuan’s notation, A #L(u) is 
nothing other than D/(ty - u~)~,~,...,~-, [17, p, 43.51. Thus his map is the 
above composite. 
He claims that he map is surjective [ 17,Theorem 21. Ido not think his 
proof is correct. On p. 437, 14, he says, “Since 6’P also commutes with 
6’ 6’* must be in A 
inlariants of 
q.” In our notation, this means that k@ R is the 
@A@R-A@R, #(a 0 r) = #(a)(1 0 r). 
But this hould not occur, since f = 1 ‘and A/k is of rank pe. Indeed, we
have 
#(a* @ Ape-*) = ap @ Ape-*. 
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